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Happy New Year! As we ring in the 
New Year, we have the chance to 
reflect on the last year and focus on 
the year ahead. With the New Year 
comes the excitement of renewed 
optimism and the chance for 
opportunity.  

Last year, the Board of Directors 
was faced with a terrific opportunity. 
It accepted the opportunity and 
thereby set a major challenge 
for itself – the protection of 111 
acres of land. With project costs of 
$600,000, this is no small task for 
the Kennebunk Land Trust. But, 
this piece of land is beautiful and it 
includes an amazing mile of direct 
river frontage. 

The Board of Directors 
wholeheartedly accepts this 
challenge. We knew when we took 
on the project the work would be 
strenuous at times. Despite that, 
we developed a plan and we have 
cast a wide net throughout the 
community and beyond, and we’re 
aimed for success. 

With three short months to go 
before the deadline of May 2016, 
we are very busy writing grants, 
applying to foundations, and 
meeting with generous friends like 
you to raise the necessary funds. 
I’m happy to report we are being 
met with positive results. 

The past six months have been a 
very busy time at the Land Trust, 

and the coming year will be as well. 
Not only are the Board and Staff 
fully engaged in the “For All Forever” 
campaign, but we also continue the 
day-to-day work of the Trust – trail 
maintenance, property monitoring, 
planning for our upcoming Annual 
Auction, to name a few critical 
items. 

In this newsletter, you will read 
about the generosity of others 
and their reasons for supporting 
the work of the Land Trust and 
this project. We know that the 
accomplishments of the Land Trust 
will outlive us all and provide for this 
community for generations to come. 
We know that conserved land is 
invaluable. And, we know that we 
need you to make this happen. The 
time is now.

We hope these stories will inspire 
you to contribute to this project and 
to your community.
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There’s definitely good news 
and Kennebunk Land Trust is 
where it’s at! And, there’s need. 
Now facing one of its greatest 
financial challenges, Kennebunk 
Land Trust (KLT) has embarked 
on a land acquisition campaign 
to conserve 111 valuable acres 
in Kennebunk. The Trust’s 
For All Forever campaign will 
conserve one of the largest 
single tracts of land in Town 
in an area designated to be of 
the “highest conservation value 
and priority” and it has a mile 
of frontage along the Mousam 
River. Protecting this parcel from 
development represents a truly 
unique opportunity for the people 
of Kennebunk and the character 
of this community.  

KLT signed a purchase and sales 
agreement with the property 
owners in late May of 2015. By 
early summer, the Trust had 
developed maps of the property, 
designed a logo and flier, and 
we launched a multi-faceted 
campaign to raise the required 
$600K in project costs. 

Response to the campaign 

continues to be 
highly favorable 
with donations 
steadily streaming 
in. Notably, when 
the question of a 
$100K municipal 
contribution 
from the Town of 
Kennebunk was 
placed on the 
November 2015 
ballot, a resounding 
73% of the voters 
said “Yes, yes we 

want our community to look 
good, feel good and BE good 
forever.” Conserved land helps 
to accomplish this. In preparation 
for the vote, friends of the 
Trust came forward to hand-
detail signs promoting the vote, 
others agreed to allow signs 
on their property, others hit the 
streets placing signs in strategic 
locations, while still others joined 
in a call-a-thon to get out the 
vote. The call-a-thon was made 
possible by our friends at Cole 
Harrison Insurance on Main St. 
And finally, on the night of the 
vote, with a very special thanks 
to Larry Matthews another 
great KLT supporter, KLT Board 
and staff greeted the public 
and awaited poll results at our 
donated campaign headquarters 
on Main St. It was an exciting 
evening and the results were 
inspiring.

Since the voters’ mandate 
in November, the Trust has 
received many wonderful 
gestures of outreach and 
support. For example, two 
restaurant benefit evenings 

were held, one at David’s KPT 
and another at Back Bay Grill in 
Portland; a video of the property 
was produced and presented 
thanks to New Vision Custom 
Solutions; proceeds from a local 
craftsperson’s needle-felted, 
nature inspired pieces have been 
given; proceeds from the sale of 
a hand-crafted dollhouse; and, 
proceeds from an original oil 
painting. All of these generous 
gestures are adding up, and 
each one of them is exciting. 

All of us at Kennebunk Land 
Trust appreciate the level of 
community participation in this 
outstanding project, and we need 
it to continue. We cannot do this 
important work without you. As 
always, we want you to hear us 
saying “thank you.” And, at this 
very important moment in time, 
we humbly hope you hear us 
saying “we need your help.” 

We invite you to think about how 
you can participate. Be creative 
and paint yourself into this 
incredible For All Forever picture 
in any way that is reasonable 
for your household; include your 
children, include your parents, 
your neighbors and include all 
your ideas.

So, indeed, there is good news, 
it’s right here at Kennebunk Land 
Trust and it’s thanks to all of you, 
our loyal friends. We look forward 
to hearing from you.
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There Is Good News in The World . . . 
by Marie Louise St.Onge, Executive Director 
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I Love For All Forever...
MARY FOLSOM 
Supporter 

Beginning in the early 1950’s, 
Brad and I visited his family in 
Maine at every opportunity. He 
was a Maine native with deep 
roots in Newport, Corinna, 
and Dixmont. We only knew of 
Kennebunk by the road sign at 
the exit. We never ventured off 
the highway to investigate the 
town with the unusual name until 
1973 when we made the decision 
to relocate.

We had specific requirements 
and they all were met when 
we saw the house and barn on 
Portland Road with its for sale 
sign in front. Brad, a trained 
accountant, working for an 
engineering firm, had turned a 
woodworking hobby to an almost 

full time occupation. Thus, the 
desire for a workshop barn and 
home business.

We bought the property 
immediately and the adventure 
began. The first miniature 
houses were models of my 
childhood doll house. Overtime 
the selection included larger 
styles which could accommodate 
miniature furnishings made to 
accommodate the appropriate 
inch to a foot scale size.
In addition to discovering 
the beauty of Kennebunk, its 
beaches, farms, woods, and 
Canadian visitors, we realized 
this was a tourist trade area and 
business flourished. We saw no 
need for an advertising sign as 
the two model houses by the 
side of the road sufficed to bring 
people in.

After Brad’s death, the stock 
and machinery were sold to our 

longest wholesale customer. I 
did retain our daughter’s fully 
furnished doll house and one 
other. Relatives and friends had 
been given various houses over 
the years but one remained in 
storage waiting for inspiration. 

I’ve been a supporter of 
Kennebunk Land Trust for 
years, and I’ve been grateful 
to see, little by little, properties 
being preserved in the area by 
this organization. Some, I was 
learning about for the first time 
and which were in danger of 
being developed and lost to the 
public. 

My moment of inspiration came 
when I learned about For All 
Forever. This is a project well 
worth supporting. And so, I 
donated my last doll house to 
KLT, proceeds to benefit this land 
acquisition.

ACRES
FOREVER

FOR ALL
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LILY & OLIVIA 
MACDONALD
Supporters

The For All Forever campaign 
helps others in our community 
to get into nature and enjoy new 
experiences in the outdoors. 
Nature has historically been 
the home for human beings, 
just like it remains a home for 
animals and plants. The beautiful 
landscapes are incredibly rich 
and diverse, and this is our true 
natural wealth we unfortunately 
often forget. However, the For 
All Forever project encourages 
individuals to spend time in 
the outdoors hiking the paths 
of nature. As a result, we 
strongly think that this amazing 
opportunity is significant to us 
and to all generations to come. 
Everyone will be allowed to enjoy 
this beautiful piece of property.

LARRY, CHLOE & 
ZACH MATTHEWS
Supporters

It seems to me that progress 
and growth are inevitable 
and necessary. Sometimes 
though I think we need to hold 
some things back from both. 
Preserving this land does just 
that, it saves a significant portion 
of land for ourselves and our 
children to enjoy forever.  As a 
sportsman, access to untouched 
land for hunting and fishing is 
very important to me, but the 
preservation of natural habitat 
for countless species should be 
important to everyone. 

DICK SWAILS & 
LOUISE SANDMEYER
Supporters

At the first annual meeting of 
the Kennebunk Land Trust we 
attended, we heard Maine poet 
laureate, Wesley McNair speak 
about the importance of a “sense 
of place.” We believe one of the 
gifts we can leave our children 
and grandchildren is a sense of 
place that will nurture and sustain 
them in a chaotic changing 
world.  Kennebunk Land Trust 
shares this value, most recently 
demonstrated in the “For All 
Forever 111 acres” campaign 
and that is why we support it and 
the work of the Trust.  

BETH & BRUCE 
WEBSTER 
Supporters

We summered at Kennebunk 
Beach for years and were 
thrilled to move our permanent 
home here in 2014. KLT’s For 
All Forever project represents 
so much of why we chose to 
live here, and builds exactly the 
community we want to be a part 
of. That’s why we made one 
of the biggest gifts we’ve ever 
given to this campaign. We hope 
others will, too!

JOHN COSTIN   
Supporter

Preserving conservation land is a 
way that we can each contribute 
to something that is really 
important for quality of life in 
our community – in our lifetimes 
and for future generations.  It 
felt good to help out by donating 
materials and labor for signs 
to remind people to support 
the referendum question in 
November.

Cindy Dubea    
Supporter

“Ultimately, we have just one 
moral duty: to reclaim large areas 
of peace in ourselves, more 
and more peace, and reflect it 
towards others. And the more 
peace there is in us, the more 
peace there will also be in our 
troubled world.” from the diary of 
Esther “Ette” Hillesum

Spending time in and with nature 
is one way by which each of us 
can “reclaim large areas of peace 
within ourselves.” I consider it an 
honor to support the efforts of the 
Kennebunk Land Trust as they 
preserve and steward wonderful 
natural areas in our community 
for the benefit of us all. 
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Thank You for your 2015 Support!
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The Board of Directors and Staff of Kennebunk Land Trust appreciate your 
generous support and kind acts during 2015. If your name is not among this listing, 
please make a gift in 2016. We also gratefully acknowledge those who promote 
and support our annual dinner and auction. A complete listing of those supporters 
appears in the auction program. And finally, a listing of all For All Forever donors 
will appear in the summer newsletter. Together, we’re making it happen . . . 

Individual Households
Arthur & Lynne Abelson
Ross Albertson
Cindy Angerhofer & 
    Tom O’Leary
Anonymous
Ralph & Suzanne Austin
Anita Bahr
Jon & Beverly Bangs
Kitty Bassett
Adam & Jenna Batchelder
Cynthia & Michael Beer
Jim & Pat Bellart- Brown
Ray Belyea
Heidi Bement
Mary Bergen
Frederica Billingslea
Stuart Bowen
Ted & Sandy Bowers
John & Lorinda Bradford
Ted & Sheila Bukowski 
Bunny Burke
Bob & Sally Carpenter
Timothy Cassavaw 
    & Andrew Besemer
Milda Castner & John Fraser
Charles & Kristin Chapman
Tom & Kate Chappell
Maria Chiumenti
Ron & Judy Clark
Pat Clark
Bob & Ruthie Clark
Dawn Clements
Teri Collard & Paul Coughlin
Gordon & Joan Collins
Robert Collins
Lindsay & Carol Copeland
Jack & Meg Coughlin
Anne & Mark Cressey
Susan Crosby
John & Nancy Cummings
Jim Cummings
Janice D’Alonzo
Nicole D’ Auteuil
Anthony Dater
Bevan & Michele Davies
Mal & Michele Davis
Chuck Dowd
Eva Downs

Frank & Vickie Drigotas
Pam & Dennis Eagleson
Kevin & Jean Eckland
Elizabeth & Robert Egan
Nathan & Patricia Ellis
Marilyn & Arnold Ellis
Larry Epstein & Jeanne Griffin 
Rob Felvinci
Blair & Nancy Finnegan
Stuart & Eleanor Flavin
Judy Fletcher
Margaret & James Foorman
Brian Fox
Rhoda Frederick
Jason Gallant
Jo Garrett
Scott Gasperin
Ann & Sal Gebbia
Don & Lynne Gobeil
Elizabeth & Elliot Green
Barb & Bob Grillo
Linda & Noel Harper-Smith
George & Diantha Harrington
Elin & John Harris
Norman Harvey
James Hastrich & 
    Linda LaRoche
Janet Henry &Vernon Moore
Judy Hersey
Molly Hoadley 
    & Jay Kilbourn
Jack Hoesch
Carol Anne Holmberg
Ken & Sandy Janes
Roy Jeffrey & Marilyn 
    Altobello 
Hillary Johnson
Paulette & Richard Kalagher
Mark Kaplan & Annie Lemieux
Joe Kenneally & Lisa Howard
Elizabeth Kiley
Henry Kingsbury
Cornelia Kittredge
Susan Kline
John LaFlamme
John & MJ Lamade
George & Mariette Lambert
Richard & Edith Lamberts
Sharon Landry 
    & Henry Bourgeois

Gregory Leach
Pam & Jim LeBlanc
Ann Legg
Margaret Lescure
Isabel & John Lescure
Tony & Connie Lou Liguori
Carroll Lloyd
Paul Lutjen
George & Margaret Lyons
Jerry Maben
Stephanie, Ken, Olivia & Lily   
    MacDonald
Rita Manchester
Henri & Sandi Maneche 
Christina & Peter Manning
Leo & Priscilla Martin
David & Jennifer McGonigle
Isabelle McNally
Tom & Ann McNamara
Lisa Megeaski & Paul Lee
Maria Merriam
Jeff & Patty Merrill
Harriet Mill
Linda Miller Cleary
John & Mary Mills
Shirley & Tom Murphy
Louise & Scott Negley
Phil & Carol Newell
Richard & Nancy Noyes
Josephine Oliver
Ed & Cathy Olsen
Nora Ordway
Linda & Steve Parker
Durward & Lori Parkinson
Bill Parsons
Harriet & Steven Passerman
Nancy Paulson
Alex Peacock & Jennifer Lyons
Pete & Patricia Pence
George Perkinson
Boyd & Brenda Phillips
Maureen Phillips & 
    Joseph Newpol
Joan Phipps
David Plocharczyk
Doug & Martha Poole
John & Cheryl Price
Deb & Mark Quinn
Jack & Joyce Reetz
Natalie Richdale

Rachel Rioux
Dee Roberts
Myriam & Bob Roderman
Doug Rogers
    & Susie Eggenberger
Diana & Dan Rush
Pat Sanborn
Louise Sandmeyer 
    & Dick Swails
Beth & Dave Sandmire
Louise & Ed Sawyer
Peter Schroeter & 
    Stephanie DeFanti
Lyn & Chuck Schwager
Karen & Greg Searle
Joseph & Julie Seger
Sandy & John Sharood
Mark & Linda Siegmund
Trudy Sloan
Betsy Smith
David & Jane Smith
James & Margaret Smith
Gerald & Myra Sparkowich
Rob & Penny Spaulding
Ann Spaulding
Marie Louise St.Onge
Marc & Claire St.Onge
Barbara & Oscar Stangeland
Craig & Debbie Stapleton
Louise & Robert Stukas
Lorrie Sulivan
Wayne Swanson
Betty & Stuart Tacy
Kathleen & Scott Taggersell
Christine & Thomas Tierney
Sharon & Sherman Towne
Ann Tracy
Inge & Garry Valentine
Richard & Elsa van Bergen
Erik & Mary Jo Van der Kaay
Pat & Karen Walsh
Geraldine Waterhouse
Tom & Sally Wellman
Lisa Wellman
Bart & Tricia Weyand
Elizabeth Whitney
Roxanne Wilderman
Roger & Seana Wood
Mary & Bob Woodman

Businesses
Bibber Memorial Chapel
Kennebunk 
    Veterinary Hospital
Kennebunk Village Pharmacy
Mann Memorial Clinic
Marathon Real Estate
New Morning 
    Natural Foods, Inc.

In-Kind Donations
Bliss Caterers
John Bouchard
John Bruckler
Gordon & Joan Collins
Hannaford
Roy Jeffrey & 
    Marilyn Altobello
Isabel & John Lescure
People’s United Bank
Sharkey Graphic Solutions
Tom Wellman

Special Gifts
In Honor of 
    Dietz Associates
From Elizabeth  Johnson

In Honor of Lily & 
    Olivia MacDonald
From Edward Nazzaro

In Honor of Natalie   
    Richdale
From June & Michael Robb

In Honor of Deborah   
    Sewall
From Patricia Evans

In Honor of Clare Starr
From Bill Merrylees
    & Lucy Patti

In Memory of
    Nancy Clark
Aurora Capule
Martha Corson
Gay & William Ehler
Dorothy Matheson
Donald & Marcelle Tremblay

Matching Gifts
•  Bank of America 
Charitable Foundation  
Thanks to Heidi Bement 

Foundation Gifts
•  Kennebunk Savings Bank 
        Foundation
•  Elmina B. Sewall Foundation



Kennebunk Land Trust is pleased to announce its 
Sixteenth Annual Dinner and Auction to be held 
Friday, May 6th. Join us for one darn good time, 
some great auction offerings, and the start of a 

fresh new season! The deadline for reservations to 
the soiree is Wednesday, April 20th. Please call the 

Office at 985-8734 or e-mail 
admin@kennebunklandtrust.org

to make your reservation.

Kennebunk Land Trust
16th Annual

Dinner & Auction
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Plan to Attend
When despair for the world grows in me 

and I wake in the night at the least sound 

in fear of what my life and my children’s lives may be, 

I go and lie down where the wood drake 

rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds. 

I come into the peace of wild things 

who do not tax their lives with forethought 

of grief. I come into the presence of still water. 

And I feel above me the day-blind stars 

waiting with their light. For a time 

I rest in the grace of the world, and am free.

The Peace of
Wild Things

by Wendell Berry 


